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ABSTRACT

Polar lows are maritime mesocyclones associated with intense surface wind speeds and oceanic heat fluxes at

high latitudes. The ability of the Interim ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim, hereafter ERAI) to represent

polar lows in the North Atlantic is assessed by comparing ERAI and the ECMWF operational analysis for the

period 2008–11. First, the representation of a set of satellite-observed polar lows over the Norwegian and

Barents Seas in the operational analysis and ERAI is analyzed. Then, the possibility of directly identifying and

tracking the polar lows in the operational analysis and ERAI is explored using a tracking algorithm based on

850-hPa vorticity with objective identification criteria on cyclone dynamical intensity and atmospheric static

stability. All but one of the satellite-observed polar lows with a lifetime of at least 6 h have an 850-hPa vorticity

signature of a collocated mesocyclone in both the operational analysis and ERAI for most of their life cycles.

However, the operational analysis has vorticity structures that better resemble the observed cloud patterns and

stronger surface wind speed intensities compared to those in ERAI. By applying the objective identification

criteria, about 55% of the satellite-observed polar lows are identified and tracked in ERAI, while this fraction

increases to about 70% in the operational analysis. Particularly in ERAI, the remaining observed polar lows are

mainly not identified because they have too weak wind speed and vorticity intensity compared to the tested

criteria. The implication of the tendency of ERAI to underestimate the polar low dynamical intensity for future

studies of polar lows is discussed.

1. Introduction

Polar lows are intense maritime mesocyclones forming

at high latitudes during cold air outbreaks (Rasmussen and

Turner 2003). They have a radius of the order of 100–

500km and surface wind speeds above 15ms21. This

makes them amajor source of weather risk in high-latitude

coastal areas and it raises interest in how they might be

affected by climate change (Kolstad and Bracegirdle 2008;

Zahn and von Storch 2010). Moreover, polar lows are as-

sociated with large heat fluxes out of the ocean (Shapiro

et al. 1987) that in regions subject to deep-water formation,

such as the Greenland, Norwegian, and Irminger Seas,

can destabilize the water column and affect the Atlantic

meridional overturning circulation (Condron et al. 2008;

Condron and Renfrew 2013; Bourassa et al. 2013).

Therefore, there are multiple reasons for understanding

how well atmospheric reanalyses and climate models can

represent polar lows.

Polar lows have been initially detected by the inspection

of weather maps and weather station data (Wilhelmsen

1985) and later identified from their characteristic

spiraliform or comma-shaped cloud patterns in satellite

images (Businger 1985; Blechschmidt 2008; Noer et al.

2011). More recently, polar lows have also been directly

identified and tracked in the numerical weather prediction

and regional climate models output using objective iden-

tification criteria (Bracegirdle and Gray 2008; Zahn and

von Storch 2008a; Shkolnik and Efimov 2013). However,

there is some substantial spread in the number of identified

polar lows per year in the different studies. For example,
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in the Norwegian and Barents Seas, Noer et al. (2011)

identify an average number of about 12 polar lows per year

in 2000–09 while Blechschmidt (2008) identifies 45 polar

lows per year in the same area plus the Labrador Sea in

2004–05. The differences in time period and region do not

seem to fully explain the spread in the number of classified

polar lows, which can be also affected by the uncertainties

in defining what is a polar low (Rasmussen and Turner

2003).

The skill of numerical weather prediction to forecast

polar lows improved for model grid spacing of 50km and

finer (Rasmussen andTurner 2003), although the accurate

prediction of some events can remain challenging even for

model grid spacing finer than 12km (Aspelien et al. 2011;

McInnes et al. 2011). Global atmospheric reanalyses

currently have grid spacing comparable or coarser than

50km and they might therefore not be able to represent

polar lows well. Condron et al. (2006) investigated the

ability of the 40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40) to

represent a set of satellite-observed polarmesocyclones in

the northern North Atlantic region (Harold et al. 1999).

They found that ERA-40 shows an associated maximum

in surface geostrophic vorticity for 54% of the observed

mesocyclones with a higher fraction of missing mesocy-

clones among those of smaller radius. Therefore, they

concluded that ERA-40 highly underestimates the polar

mesocyclone activity. Laffineur et al. (2014) found an in-

creased ability of the Interim ECMWF Re-Analysis

(ERA-Interim, hereafter ERAI) to represent polar lows

compared to ERA-40. However, they suggest ERAI still

misses a substantial fraction of polar lows as only 13 of 29

observed polar lows show an associated minimum in

mean sea level pressure (MSLP) in ERAI.

This study aims to get further insight into the ability of

atmospheric reanalyses to represent polar lows by

combining the inspection of observed polar low events

(e.g., Laffineur et al. 2014) with the direct identification

based on a cyclone-tracking algorithm (e.g., Zahn and

von Storch 2008a). Using this joint approach, the ability

of the ERAI reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) and of the

ECMWF operational analysis to represent polar lows

will be explored and contrasted. The higher horizontal

resolution of the operational analysis (;16–25-km grid

spacing) compared to the ERAI reanalysis (;80-km

grid spacing) will allow the sensitivity of the represen-

tation of polar lows to the forecast model resolution to

be investigated. In particular, the focus will be on the

polar lows of the Norwegian and Barents Seas, where

the Sea Surface Temperature and Altimeter Synergy

(STARS) dataset of observed polar lows has been re-

cently compiled by the Norwegian Meteorological Ser-

vices (Noer et al. 2011).

The structure of the paper is as follows. After in-

troducing the data and methods (section 2), the results

will be divided into two main parts. In section 3, we

compare the representation of the structure and in-

tensity of the observed polar lows listed in STARS be-

tween the operational analysis and the ERAI reanalysis.

In section 4, we evaluate whether polar lows are suffi-

ciently represented to be directly identified and tracked

using a feature-tracking algorithmwith objective criteria

based on the dynamical intensity of the cyclone and the

large-scale environment. The conclusions are presented

in section 5.

2. Data and methods

a. ERA-Interim and ECMWF analysis

The ERAI reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) is a homoge-

neous atmospheric analysis starting from 1979 and ex-

tending up to the present. It is based on the Integrated

Forecast System (IFS) cycle 31r2 run with 60 vertical

levels and TL255 horizontal spectral resolution. This

corresponds to a horizontal grid spacing of about 80km

in the midlatitudes. Observations are assimilated into

ERAI using a four-dimensional variational data assimi-

lation scheme with 12-h cycling (Courtier et al. 1994) and

output every 6 h.

The representation of polar lows in theERAI reanalysis

will be compared to that in the ECMWF operational

analysis system, whichwas operational fromOctober 2008

to March 2011. Over this period, the operational analysis

had several upgrades, namely from IFS cycle 35r1 to 36r4,

with improvements in both the forecast model and the

data assimilation procedure. Of particular relevance is the

horizontal resolution increase from spectral truncation

TL799 (;25km) to TL1279 (;16km) that became op-

erational on 26 January 2010. Such an increasemight have

impacts on the representation of polar lows. However, the

main conclusions of the paper have been found robust to

separately considering the time periods with a constant

horizontal resolution. The operational analysis uses 91

vertical levels.

Both the operational analysis and ERAI reanalysis use

the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea ice

Analysis (OSTIA), apart for the period 1 October 2008–

31 January 2009 when ERAI uses the National Centers

for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) real-time global

sea surface temperature data.

To deal with the short-lived nature of polar lows, data

every 3 h is analyzed in this study.As the analyses are only

generated every 6h, the 3-hourly sampling is obtained by

combining the analyses with 3- and 9-h ahead forecasts in

both ERAI and in the operational analysis.
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b. Objective identification and tracking

An objective feature tracking algorithm (Hodges 1995,

1999) is introduced to identify and track polar lows in the

reanalysis output. This tracking algorithm has been al-

ready applied to the study of tropical cyclones (Bengtsson

et al. 2007), synoptic extratropical cyclones (Hoskins and

Hodges 2002; Zappa et al. 2013a,b) and, in one previous

study, also to polar lows (Xia et al. 2012). However, the

specific setup used in this study differs from those dis-

cussed in Xia et al. (2012).

Polar lows are identified as relative maxima in the

3-hourly vorticity at 850hPa with total spectral wave-

numbers smaller than 40 and larger than 100 removed. A

spectral taper is further applied to reduce the Gibbs os-

cillations. This T40–T100 filtering focuses on the spatial

scales characteristic of mesoscale systems (200–1000 km)

while it filters the vorticity associated with synoptic-scale

cyclones and small-scale noise. The T40–T100 vorticity

maxima above 2 3 1025 s21 are then tracked in time by

applying constraints on track smoothness and speed.

Only tracks with a lifetime of at least 6 h (three time

steps) are retained for analysis. The main changes in the

tracking algorithm setup relative to the one used for

synoptic cyclones are the reduced smoothing of the

tracked variable (T40–T100 rather than T5–T42), the

increase in the sampling frequency of the data (3-hourly

rather than 6-hourly), and adjusted constraints on the

smoothness of the tracks to suit with the higher frequency

of the data.

A large number of features are identified by the

tracking algorithm. For example, about 800 tracks per

extended winter (October–March) with maximum T40–

T100 vorticity at 850hPa in the study area (see Fig. 1) are

found in the operational analysis. This suggests that be-

sides the polar lows, these tracks may also include other

classes of mesocyclones, small-scale synoptic cyclones

and frontal features. Therefore, additional criteria need

to be applied for extracting the polar lows from the total

number of identified tracks (Zahn and von Storch 2008b;

Xia et al. 2012). These criteria involve conditions on the

static stability of the atmospheric environment, on the

size of the cyclones, and on their vorticity and surface

wind speed intensities. For clarity, the specific formula-

tion of these criteria is described in section 4.

c. Observed polar lows dataset

The STARS dataset version 2 (Noer et al. 2011) pro-

vides a list of hourly tracks of observed polar lows over

the Barents and Norwegian Seas from January 2001 to

March 2011. The polar lows in the Labrador Sea are

also listed from 2006 and the data are available online

(http://polarlow.met.no/STARS-DAT/). The STARSpolar

lows dataset is based on a range of satellite-derived infor-

mation, including the Advanced Very High Resolution

Radiometer (AVHRR) thermal infrared and Quick Scat-

terometer (QuikSCAT) surface wind speeds, as well as

expert judgment from the Norwegian Meteorological Ser-

vices forecasters.Moreover, a number of additional aspects

regarding the large-scale atmospheric environment, such as

its static stability and the presence of upper-level advection

of potential vorticity and low-level baroclinicity (Noer et al.

2011), are also considered. Only the strongest polar low is

reportedwhen a cluster of polar lows formswithin the same

cold air outbreak (Mallet et al. 2013).

In this study, we will focus on the polar lows of the

Barents and Norwegian Seas for three extended winters

(October–March) from October 2008 to March 2011,

when the operational analysis and ERAI data overlap. In

total, 52 polar lows are listed in STARS over this period.

The hourly tracks in STARS are subsampled every 3h at

the time steps when reanalysis output data are available.

For consistencywith the tracking algorithm setup, only the

STARS tracks lasting at least three subsampled time steps

(a 6-h interval) are retained for analysis. This reduces the

number of analyzed STARS polar lows to 34. However,

the main conclusions have been found robust to the in-

clusion of the other short-lived polar lows, and a brief

comment on this will be given at the end of section 3.

A spatial map of the genesis and lysis of the analyzed

set of STARS polar lows is presented in Fig. 1. As also

found in other studies (e.g., Blechschmidt 2008), the

majority of polar lows have genesis in the open ocean in

the Norwegian and Barents Seas and tend to have lysis

on the Scandinavian coast.

3. Direct identification of observed polar lows

In this section, the representation of the STARS polar

lows in the operational analysis and in the ERAI re-

analysis is examined. This will allow us to evaluate the

extent that ERAI represents polar lows, and how sensi-

tive their representation might be to an increase in the

forecast model resolution. Initially, a case study will be

analyzed in detail. Afterward, some key polar low char-

acteristics will be compared between the operational

analysis and ERAI across the whole STARS dataset.

a. Case study

A polar low formed north of Iceland, in the Denmark

Strait, on the night between 21 and 22March 2011. A near

infrared (841–867nm) satellite image of the polar low

at 1157 UTC on 22 March is presented in Fig. 2a. In

the satellite image, the polar low features high spiraling

clouds, particularly on the northern and eastern sides,

and a relativelywell-defined center. The polar low formed
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under the influence of a north westerly cold air advection

whose influence can be still seen in the cloud streets of

oceanic cellular convection located northeast of the polar

low in Fig. 2a.

At the closest time relative to the satellite image

(1200 UTC), the ERAI MSLP shows high pressure over

the United Kingdom and Greenland, and low pressure in

the Barents and Arctic Seas (see Fig. 2b). This quadru-

pole pattern is responsible for the northerly cold air ad-

vection mentioned above. Moreover, closed isobars and

a localized minimum in MSLP can be found at the polar

low location, which suggests ERAI is able to represent

the surface cyclonic circulation associated with the polar

low.After its genesis, as reported in STARS, the polar low

propagated eastward and it reached the northern coast of

Norway in about 33h, where it dissipated (see Fig. 2b).

To evaluate the extent thatERAI captures the structure

of the polar low, the represented vorticity, wind speed, and

thermal structure will be analyzed and compared to that

found in the operational analysis. These fields are pre-

sented in Figs. 3a–h for spherical caps of 58 of radius

(;500km) centered on the polar low position given in

STARS at 1200 UTC 22 March.

In the operational analysis a region of positive vor-

ticity is found at the STARS polar low location (Fig. 3a).

Moreover, positive vorticity is also organized in a nar-

row spiraling filament extending from the polar low

center toward the southeast. This feature corresponds to

a surface occluded front and it is consistently similar to

the shape of the cloud band of the polar low seen in the

satellite image (cf. Fig. 2a). Therefore, the operational

analysis appears to represent the polar lowwell, in terms

of its associated low-level cyclonic circulation and its

mesoscale structure.

ERAI also shows a region of positive 850-hPa vorticity

at the location of the observed polar low and a spiraling

filament of positive vorticity associated with the surface

front (Fig. 3b). However, the vorticity field is much

smoother and it is less similar to the polar low cloud

structure. This suggests that although ERAI represents

the observed polar low, it has only limited ability to re-

solve the polar low structure.

In section 4, polar lows will be directly tracked as

maxima in the T40–T100 filtered vorticity at 850 hPa. It

is, therefore, of interest to validate whether the tracked

variable is appropriate for this purpose. For the case

study, we find a maximum in the T40–T100 vorticity at

the polar low location in both the operational analysis

and ERAI (Figs. 3c,d). Moreover, the T40–T100 filter

smooths the vorticity associated with the surface front,

while retaining a clear signal associated with the polar

low center. On the basis of this test case, the T40–T100

smoothed vorticity is fit for the purpose of tracking polar

lows. It is also of interest to note that the T40–T100

vorticity is very similar between the operational analysis

and ERAI. Therefore, despite the differences found in

the full resolution vorticity, the operational analysis and

ERAI have similar vorticity structures at these spatial

scales.

The 925-hPa wind speed is shown in Figs. 3e,f. Wind

speeds stronger than 30m s21 are found in the opera-

tional analysis approximately 100 km southwest of the

polar low center. ERAI does not capture the wind speed

location and intensity found in the operational analysis,

the wind speed peak being about 2m s21 weaker and

located 100 km farther from the polar low center com-

pared to the operational analysis. This confirms the

limits of ERAI in representing the structure of this polar

low.

The difference between the temperature at 500 hPa

and the sea surface temperature (T500 2 SST) is pre-

sented in Figs. 3g,h. Values in T500 2 SST smaller

FIG. 1. (a)Genesis and (b) lysis locations of the subset of polar lows listed in STARSbetweenOctober 2008 andMarch

2011, which are considered in this study. The genesis and lysis are evaluated at the time steps available in the 3-hourly

ERAI output. The black box (latitude 648–808N and longitude 158W–608E) defines the study area. Only the tracked and

STARS polar lows reaching maximum vorticity intensity within the box are considered in this study.
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than2438 have been found to typically characterize the

cold air outbreak environments that are most favorable

to polar low development (Zahn and von Storch 2008b;

Bracegirdle and Gray 2008; Noer et al. 2011). The op-

erational analysis and ERAI have a similar representa-

tion of T500 2 SST and values below 2438 are found

close to and northeast of the polar low center. This

spatial structure results from the superposition of colder

midtropospheric air to the north of the polar low, asso-

ciated with the cold air advection, and warmer SST

to the east, associated with the warm influence of the

Norwegian coastal current.

b. STARS dataset

The previous analysis examined the case of a polar low

represented in both the operational analysis and ERAI

reanalysis and it showed there are differences in the as-

sociated vorticity and wind speed fields. In this section we

further explore to what extent these findings apply to the

other observed polar lows listed in STARS.

The representation of the STARS polar lows in the

operational analysis and ERAI is first investigated by

looking for local maxima in the T40–T100 vorticity at

850 hPa collocated with the polar lows in STARS. The

local maxima are searched by steepest ascent starting

from the polar low position given in STARS up to

a maximum distance of 2.58. In both the operational

analysis and ERAI, a well-defined collocated maximum

in the T40–T100 vorticity is found for 33 of the 34 polar

lows in STARS, while the remaining polar low (number

139 in STARS-v2 dataset) does not show a clear collo-

cated signal in the T40–T100 vorticity. Moreover, there

are three polar lows in ERAI and two polar lows in the

operational analysis that miss a collocated maximum in

the T40–T100 vorticity at one or two time steps, sug-

gesting that the life cycles might not be always well

represented.

A scatterplot of the alongtrack maximum T40–T100

vorticity at 850hPa in the ERAI reanalysis against the

operational analysis is presented inFig. 4a for the 33 polar

lows with a well-defined collocated surface maximum in

T40–T100 vorticity. According to this metric, ERAI

generally underestimates the intensity of polar lows

compared to the operational analysis, with differences

that are of the order of 1025 s21. In both the datasets, the

frequency distribution of the vorticity intensity peaks at

about 9 3 1025 s21 (see Fig. 4b).

The analysis presented for the T40–T100 vorticity in-

tensity is nowextended to the alongtrackmaximumof the

surface wind speed maximum associated with the polar

lows (see Fig. 5). The surface wind speed maximum is

searched within 2.58 relative to the T40–T100 vorticity

maximum. In the operational analysis, the surface wind

speeds are typically in the range of 15–25ms21. Consis-

tent with the vorticity intensity results, the surface wind

speeds in ERAI are weaker than in the operational

analysis (see Fig. 5a), with a typical underestimation of

about 2ms21. The number of polar lows associated with

the most extreme wind speeds (;25ms21) is more than

50% less in ERAI compared to the operational analysis.

FIG. 2. (a) Near-infrared (841–867nm) image taken at 1157 UTC 22 Mar 2011 from the Moderate Resolution

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The image has been obtained from the Dundee satellite receiving station.

(b) MSLP in ERAI at 1200 UTC on the same day. Units are in hPa and the contour interval is 3 hPa. The black dots

indicate the polar low position every 3 h and the black line indicates its track. The rectangular box delimits the area

captured by the satellite image in Fig. 2a. The high (H) and low (L) MSLP regions are indicated.
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FIG. 3. Maps of (a),(b) 850-hPa vorticity; (c),(d) 850-hPa vorticity smoothed to T40–T100 resolution; (e),(f) wind

speed at 925hPa; and (g),(h) of the difference between the temperature at 500hPa and the SST presented for 58 radial
caps centered on the polar low case study position at 1200 UTC 22 Mar 2011. The maps are presented for both the

(a),(c),(e),(g) ECMWF operational analysis and for (b),(d),(f),(h) ERAI. In (g) and (h) land and sea ice regions are

masked gray. Units are (a)–(d) 1025 s21; (e),(f) m s21; and (g),(h) 8C.
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Moreover, nine polar lows in ERAI do not reach the

15ms21 threshold that is commonly required to classify an

observed polar mesocyclone as a polar low (Rasmussen

and Turner 2003). This provides further evidence for the

underestimation of wind speeds in ERAI. We also find

that four polar lows have surface wind speeds slightly

below the 15ms21 threshold in the operational analysis

as well.

In summary, both the operational analysis and the

ERAI show the 850-hPa vorticity signature of a collo-

catedmesocyclone associatedwith all but one the STARS

polar lows of lifetime of at least 6 h. This result does not

seem to be highly sensitive to the lifetime of the polar

lows, and a collocated maximum in the T40–T100 vor-

ticity is also found for seven of the eight STARS polar

lows with lifetime below 6h and that include one ERAI

time step. The ability of the operational analysis and

ERAI to represent polar lows suggests that it might be

possible to directly identify and track them as maxima in

the filtered 850-hPa vorticity field. However, some limi-

tations may arise, particularly in ERAI, from the un-

derestimation of the polar low wind speed and vorticity

intensities, which may make it difficult to separate them

from other mesocyclones. This will be addressed in the

next section.

4. Tracking of polar lows

a. Identification criteria

In the operational analysis, about 800 tracks per ex-

tended winter season are found by the tracking algorithm

in theNorwegian andBarents Seas asmaxima in theT40–

T100 vorticity at 850hPa. This large number implies that

additional criteria are needed to identify the subset of

polar lows.Most of the criteria employed here are related

to those applied in previous studies (Zahn and von Storch

2008b; Bracegirdle and Gray 2008).

A commonly required criterion is that T500 2 SST is

lower than 2438 in the vicinity of the polar low (Zahn

and von Storch 2008b). T5002 SST is here evaluated as

the difference between the 18 radius area average of

T500 and SST centered at the location of the T40–T100

850-hPa vorticity maximum. Furthermore, to comply

with the condition that polar lows are intense mesocy-

clones, we verify that the surface absolute wind speed

maximumwithin 2.58 radius exceeds 15ms21 (Rasmussen

and Turner 2003). The wind speed maximum is required

to be found in the interior of the 2.58 search area rather

than on the border. Therefore, this also provides a con-

straint on the size of the tracked cyclone. To do this more

accurately, the wind speed field is first spline interpolated

to a grid in polar coordinates with the pole centered on

the T40–T100 vorticity maximum and resolution of 38 in
the angular coordinate and 0.258 (;25km) in the radial

coordinate.

Thewind speed condition alone does not guarantee that

the feature is a polar low, as cold air outbreaks can have

background flows of 15ms21 or more even in the absence

of any polar low (Noer et al. 2011). We, therefore, further

require that the T40–T100 vorticity at 850hPa is higher

than 6 3 1025 s21. The chosen, arbitrary, threshold is

motivated by the fact that most of the STARS polar lows

reach this vorticity intensity in the operational analysis

FIG. 4. (a) Scatterplot of the peak T40–T100 vorticity at 850 hPa associated with the STARS polar lows as rep-

resented in ERAI (ERAI) against the ECMWF operational analysis (OPA). (b) Kernel smoothed frequency dis-

tribution of the peak T40–T100 vorticity at 850 hPa of the STARSpolar lows as represented in ERAI (full line) and in

the operational analysis (dashed line). The STARS polar low missing a well-defined T40–T100 vorticity maximum in

both ERAI and the operational analysis (see the text) is not included in the figure.
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(see Fig. 4). The sensitivity to this threshold will be dis-

cussed in section 4d. Finally, the track is required to pre-

dominantly occur over the ocean.

In summary, the following identification criteria need

to be verified for classifying a track as a polar low:

d T500 2 SST , 2438, averaged over a 18 radius.
d Surface wind speed max .15m s21 within a 2.58
radius.

d T40–T100 vorticity at 850 hPa .6 3 1025 s21.
d Ocean fraction greater than 75%, averaged over a 18
radius.

For each track, the above identification criteria are req-

ured to be satisfied at a common time step when the along

track T40–100 vorticity reaches a relative maximum.

Laffineur et al. (2014) suggest caution in tracking polar

lows using vorticity, as vorticity maxima can be also

associated with troughs but not necessarily closed me-

socyclonic circulation. However, our results (sections

4b–4d) suggest that the spatial filtering and the set of

identification criteria are effective at rejecting the iden-

tification of troughs. On the other hand, we choose to not

require the presence of an associated closed minimum in

MSLP as its emergence can be influenced by the specific

synoptic conditions in which the polar low forms and in

particular by the strength of the background pressure

gradient.

For clarity, the tracking and identification results are

first presented for the operational analysis (sections 4b–

4d). The identification of polar low tracks in ERAI, and

a comparison to the operational analysis, will be then

discussed in section 4e.

b. Tracking results: Operational analysis

Of the tracks found in the operational analysis, we

identify 72 tracks that meet the polar low identification

criteria in the three extended winters fromOctober 2008

toMarch 2011. This is roughly twice the number of polar

lows of at least 6-h lifetime listed in STARS over the

same period.

Track to track matching is applied to identify the

tracked polar lows in the operational analysis that are

also listed in STARS, those that are not listed in STARS

and the STARS polar lows that are not identified by the

tracking (misses). Thematching condition requires a time

overlap of at least 50% of the STARS track lifetime and

a time average distance smaller than 2.58 (;250km) in

the overlapping period. This threshold is motivated by

the typical radius of polar lows.

We find that of the 72 identified polar low tracks in the

operational analysis 23 are also listed in STARS while 49

are not listed in STARS (see Table 1). The nature of the

identified tracks not listed in STARS will be discussed in

section 4c.Moreover, there are 11 STARSpolar lows (i.e.,

;32% of STARS), which are not found among the

identified polar low tracks in the operational analysis.

However, the number of missed STARS polar lows de-

creases to 6 if the initial set of tracks, before the identifi-

cation criteria are applied, is considered. Therefore, 5 of

the 11 missed STARS polar lows show an 850-hPa vor-

ticity track in the operational analysis, but they are not

identified because their representation does not satisfy

the objective identification criteria.

In general, we find that 10 of the 34 STARS polar lows

have a representation in the operational analysis that

does not satisfy the objective criteria (see Table 2). In

particular, there are three polar lows that do not satisfy

the vorticity intensity condition and five that do not sat-

isfy the wind speed intensity condition. This implies that

some polar lows in STARS can be missed by the identi-

fication algorithm because they are too weak in the op-

erational analysis relative to our identification criteria.

FIG. 5. As in Figs. 4a,b but for the maximum along–track peak wind speed at 10m associated with the STARS

polar lows.
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There are also four polar lows with T500 2 SST values

between 2408 and 2438C so that they fail to pass the

static stability criterion. Finally, there is also one polar

low that satisfies all the different criteria, but on different

time steps.

These results show that a polar low dataset from the

operational analysis based on this setup of the identifi-

cation and tracking algorithm would miss a considerable

fraction (;30%) of observed polar lows. Some of these

misses might be due to the operational analysis not being

good enough (e.g., those due to too weak wind speeds).

Others might be due to the tested criteria being critical,

but not universal, properties of polar lows (e.g., the con-

dition on T500 2 SST). Relaxing the thresholds of the

criteria would lead the number of misses to decrease, but

it would also lead to the identification of additional fea-

tures which would unlikely be polar lows.

c. What are the ‘‘not listed in STARS’’ tracks?

Of the 72 identified polar low tracks in the operational

analysis, we find that 49 are not listed in STARS (see

Table 1). Understanding the nature of these features is

important for having a reliable identification of polar

lows.

Thermal infrared satellite images of two identified

polar lows in the operational analysis not listed in STARS

are presented in Fig. 6. In both cases, the cloud vortexes

characteristic of polar lows can be identified in the sat-

ellite images. Comma-shape or spiraliform cloud patterns

have also been typically identified in other inspected

tracks not listed in STARS (not shown) and particularly

for those of higher T40–T100 vorticity intensity. This

would suggest that these additional identified tracks not

listed in STARS may also be interpreted as polar lows.

This interpretation is consistent with the finding

that the 72 (;24 per extended winter) Norwegian and

Barents Seas polar lows identified in the operational

analysis is within the range of observational uncertainty

from previous studies. For example, Blechschmidt

(2008), using a satellite-based approach, identifies about

30 polar lows per extendedwinter in a 2-yr period (2004–

05) in the area analyzed in this study. In a similar area,

Zahn and von Storch (2008a), using an identification

and tracking algorithm applied to downscaled NCEP–

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

reanalysis data, estimate an average of about 25 polar

lows per year over the 1960–2000 period.

A possible reason why the STARS climatology shows

lower polar low numbers than other studies might be

related to the choice of reporting only the most intense

polar lows for each cluster of polar lows that are part of

the same cold air outbreak event (Mallet et al. 2013).

Consistently, about 55%of the identified polar low tracks

not listed in STARS have a maximum intensity that oc-

curs within 2 days and less than 1000 km relative to the

genesis of a STARS polar low.1

d. Sensitivity to the vorticity intensity threshold

To explore the sensitivity of the 63 1025 s21 threshold

on T40–T100 vorticity intensity at 850hPa, the objective

identification and the track-to-track matching statistics

presented in Table 1 have been recomputed for different

vorticity intensity thresholds. For the operational analy-

sis, the results are shown in Fig. 7a, where the number of

identified polar lows (gray line) is presented for a range of

T40–T100 vorticity intensity thresholds between 33 1025

and 133 1025 s21. As in Table 1, the number of identified

polar lows is further decomposed between the fraction

that is also listed in STARS (dark shading) and the

fraction that is not (light shading). The black line gives the

number of STARS polar lows reaching that vorticity in-

tensity in the operational analysis.

As expected, increasing the vorticity intensity thresh-

old leads to a reduction in both the number of polar lows

identified in the operational analysis (gray line) and in the

number of STARS polar lows reaching that intensity

(black line). However, in the intensity range between 33
1025 and 6 3 1025 s21 there is a 30% reduction in the

number of identified polar lows in the operational anal-

ysis but a very small change in the number of STARS

polar lows reaching that vorticity intensity. This high-

lights how introducing a threshold on vorticity intensity of

6 3 1025 s21 is likely to filter out a number of vorticity

features associatedwithweak cyclonic disturbances along

intense cold air outbreaks.

By increasing the vorticity threshold from 6 3 1025

to 13 3 1025 s21, the number of identified polar lows

TABLE 1. Number of identified polar low tracks in the opera-

tional analysis (OPA) and in ERA-Interim (ERAI) by applying

the objective criteria and results from the track-to-track matching

against the polar lows listed in STARS. Column 1 gives the dataset.

Column 2 gives the total number of identified polar lows. Column 3

gives the number of identified polar lows that are listed in STARS,

and column 4 gives the number of those that are not listed in

STARS. Column 5 gives the total number (and fraction) of STARS

polar lows that are not included among the identified polar lows

(misses).

Dataset Identified

Listed in

STARS

Not listed

in STARS Missed STARS

OPA 72 23 49 11 out of 34 (;30%)

ERAI 51 19 32 15 out of 34 (;45%)

1 STARS polar lows of any lifetime are considered in this

estimate.
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(gray line) and of STARS polar lows (black line) tend

to become similar and they show very similar numbers

for vorticity thresholds greater or equal than 10 3
1025 s21. Consistently, both the fraction of identified

polar lows not listed in STARS and the fraction of

missed STARS polar lows (i.e., the gap between the

black line and the dark shading) tend to decrease. These

results suggest that good agreement can be obtained

between a vorticity-tracking-based and a satellite-based

polar low dataset for the top 30%most intense events as

measured by vorticity. It is possible that this behavior is

related to the definition itself of polar lows as intense

polar mesocyclones, as this implies that polar lows are

better defined at higher dynamical intensity.

e. Tracking results: ERA-Interim

In general, the identification and tracking of polar lows

in ERAI shows qualitatively similar results to those al-

ready presented for the operational analysis. Table 1

shows that both the tracking of polar lows in ERAI and in

the operational analysis is characterized by a substantial

number of identified polar lows not listed in STARS and

of missed STARS polar lows. Moreover, there is a con-

vergence between the set of identified polar lows in

ERAI and the STARS polar lows for increasing thresh-

olds on vorticity intensity, which is similar, although even

stronger, to that already discussed for the operational

analysis (cf. Figs. 7a and 7b). However, some important

quantitative differences between ERAI and the opera-

tional analysis are found.

Using the 6 3 1025 s21 threshold on vorticity, 51 polar

low are identified inERAI over the three extendedwinter

periods (2008–11). This is about 20% less than the num-

ber of polar lows identified in the operational analysis (see

Table 1). Moreover, the set of identified polar lows in

ERAI includes about 55% of the STARS polar lows,

which is again less than the ;70% of STARS polar lows

found by the identification and tracking algorithm in the

operational analysis (see Table 1).

This reduction in the number of identified polar lows

in ERAI is largely due to the weaker representation of

850-hPa vorticity and surface wind speed intensities

compared to the operational analysis. This implies that

the criteria for polar low identification are less frequently

satisfied inERAI. For example,wefind that eight STARS

polar lows have a representation in ERAI that does not

satisfy the 6 3 1025 s21 vorticity intensity condition and

nine STARS polar lows have a representation that does

not satisfy the 15ms21 condition on surface wind speed

(see Table 2). This is about the double of the number of

STARS polar lows not satisfying the same criteria in the

operational analysis.

The tracking of polar lows in ERAI has also been

extended to the whole STARS period (i.e., the nine

extended winters from October 2002 to March 2011).

All the discussed results are confirmed when inspecting

this longer time period, which is characterized by

a smaller average number of polar lows per year in both

ERAI (220%) and listed in STARS (226%) compared

with 2008–11.

5. Conclusions

In thisworkwehave explored how the polar lows of the

Norwegian and Barents Seas listed in STARS are rep-

resented in the ECMWF operational analysis and in

ERAI. Moreover, the possibility of directly identifying

and tracking polar lows in the ERAI and operational

analysis has been investigated by applying an objective

identification and tracking algorithm which has been

validated against STARS.

The main findings of the paper are the following:

1) Both the operational analysis and ERAI show the

vorticity signature of a surfacemesocyclone collocated

with 33 of the 34 observed STARS polar lows with

a lifetime of at least 6 h, although the life cycles are in

few cases not fully captured.

2) The operational analysis is better able to resolve the

mesoscale structure of polar lows and has stronger

wind speeds compared to ERAI. This is consistent

with the three times higher horizontal resolution of

the operational analysis compared to ERAI.

TABLE 2. Number of STARSpolar lowswhose representation in theECMWFoperational analysis (OPA) and inERA-Interim (ERAI)

does not satisfy the identification criteria for polar lows tested by the tracking algorithm. Column 1 gives the dataset. Column 2 gives the

number of STARS polar lows that do not satisfy at least one criterion. Columns 3–5 separately quantify the number of polar lows not

fulfilling the criteria on vorticity intensity, wind speed intensity, and atmospheric static stability, respectively. Column 6 shows the number

of polar lows that satisfy the different criteria at different time steps but not at the same one.

Dataset Any criteria

Individual criteria

Vorticity , 6 3 1025 s21 Wind , 15m s21 T500 2 SST . 2438 Time step

OPA 10 out of 34 3 5 4 1

ERAI 14 out of 34 8 9 3 1
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3) For about 30% (9 of 34) of the STARS polar lows, the

represented surface wind speeds in ERAI is below the

15ms21 threshold, which is characteristic of polar lows.

Four STARS polar lows have wind speeds just below

15ms21 also in the operational analysis. Furthermore,

the number of polar lows associatedwith intense surface

wind speeds (;25ms21) is more than 50% smaller in

ERAI compared to the operational analysis. These

results suggest that ERAI is likely to underestimate

the surface wind speeds associated with polar lows.

4) A tracking algorithm with objective identification cri-

teria identifies 23 of the 34 polar lows listed in STARS

in the operational analysis, and 19 of 34 in ERAI. The

remaining polar lows, particularly in ERAI, are largely

missed because they do not satisfy the identification

criteria on wind speed, vorticity, and static stability

tested by the algorithm, although tracks are found for

many of them. In particular, theweaker wind speed and

vorticity intensities in ERAI compared to the opera-

tional analysis explain the different fraction of identi-

fied STARS polar lows between the two datasets.

Overall, about 20% less polar low tracks are identified

in ERAI in comparison to the operational analysis

according to the identification criteria.

The tracking and identification algorithm identifies

more polar lows than there are listed in STARS. This is

particularly true for polar lows of lower intensity in vor-

ticity. However, excellent agreement between the ob-

jectively identified polar lows and STARS is found for the

strongest 30% polar lows in vorticity in both ERAI and

the operational analysis. This suggests that part of the

difference in number of the identified polar low tracks

and STARS is related to drawing the boundary between

polar mesocyclones and polar lows. This uncertainty in

evaluating what mesocyclones should be classified as

polar lows can affect any polar low climatology and itmay

explain some of the spread in the number of polar lows

listed in different observational datasets.

Our findings on ERAI are broadly consistent with the

recent analyses of Laffineur et al. (2014), although two

different time periods have been analyzed. Laffineur et al.

(2014) find that ERAI captures 13 out of 29 (;40%) ob-

served polar lows, as revealed by the presence of an as-

sociated close minimum in MSLP. The fraction identified

in ERAI using our identification criteria is ;55%. When

interpreting these numbers it is important to consider that

ERAI shows the vorticity signature of a mesocyclone for

the majority of observed polar lows. Therefore, the num-

ber of ‘‘captured’’ polar lows depends on how accurately

they are expected to be represented in the reanalysis or, in

other terms, on what morphological features are required

to be found. Examples of thesemorphological features are

a closedminimum inMSLP, as required by Laffineur et al.

(2014), or intense surface wind speeds and vorticity, as

required in this study.

The ability of ERAI to represent polar lows is encour-

aging given its relatively coarse resolution. However,

the underestimation of the dynamical intensities of polar

lows, and the consequent underestimation in the number

FIG. 6. Thermal infrared (10.3–11.3mm) satellite images taken from the AVHRR instrument and obtained from

theDundee satellite receiving station of two polar lows identified in the operational analysis but not listed in STARS.

(a) 0920 UTC 8 Jan 2009, a polar low is located northeast of North Cap, and (b) 0245 UTC 29Mar 2010 a polar low is

located just east of Iceland.
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of identified polar lows relative to the operational analysis,

suggests that ERAImay still not be good enough formany

polar low related studies and applications. For example,

the represented surface heat fluxes over high-latitude

oceans might still be too weak compared to observations,

which would have implications for using ERAI to drive

ocean models (Condron and Renfrew 2013). Further-

more, the difference in the number of identified polar

lows between the operational analysis andERAI suggests

that a climatology of polar lows derived fromERAI using

the tracking algorithm would be affected by these de-

ficiencies. This can be a main issue, for example, for the

use of the ERAI climatology to validate the representa-

tion of polar lows in high-resolution climate models (e.g.,

Kinter et al. 2013). On the other hand, preliminary anal-

yses (not shown) suggest that the relationship between the

development of polar lows in ERAI and the large-scale

atmospheric circulation is very similar to that found by

Mallet et al. (2013) using shorter observational datasets

of polar lows. Therefore, ERAI could have some value

to better understand the role of precursors in polar lows

formation (Blechschmidt et al. 2009; Kolstad 2011).

Future work will have to extend these analyses to other

polar low active basins, such as the Labrador Sea and the

Sea of Japan (Yanase et al. 2002). Furthermore, it would

be of interest to compare the representation of polar lows

in ERAI to that in the NCEP Climate Forecast System

(CFS) reanalysis (;40-km resolution coupled reanalysis),

which shows very few Norwegian Sea polar lows accord-

ing to Shkolnik and Efimov (2013). Finally, the tracking

algorithm could be used to analyze the 3D composite

structure and life cycle of polar lows in the operational

analysis and validate the structure and number of polar

lows in high-resolution climate models.
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